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Résumé — This paper presents a numerical strategy for coupling Stokes and Darcy equations in severe
regimes (low permeability and curved geometries). P1/P1 elements, stabilized with ASGS method (Al-
gebraic SubgridScale) are used both in Stoke sand Darcy’s domains. Two level-set functions are used to
describe the interface between Stokes and Darcy, as well as the moving flow front. The accuracy of the
presented strategy is shown through various two- and three-dimensional numerical simulations.
Mots clés — Stokes-Darcy, ASGS method, resin infusion

The Stokes - Darcy coupling problem has been studied by many researchers in many field of engi-
neering. The main strategies found in the literature to solve the coupling problem are either “decoupled”
strategies or “unified” strategies. A decoupled approach consists in using two different discrete spaces to
solve Stokes and Darcy’s equations [1]. Conversely, a unified or monolithic approach consists in using
the same finite element spaces [2], [12], [8]. The approach proposed in this paper is a unified strategy for
coupling Stokes and Darcy’s equations.

Different interpolations orders are known to satisfy the stability for the Stokes and Darcy systems
separately. For example, we have the MINI-element (also known as P1 + /P1), Taylor-hood ( [10])
element, penalized stabilized methods [3] and Variational MultiScale Methods for Stokes equations ;
Least squares methods [4], Raviart-Thomas (RT) and Brezzi-Douglas-Marini elements [5], penalized
stabilized methods and Variational MultiScale method [6] for Darcy’s equations.

It is argued that finite element discretizations based on the same finite element spaces for both region
will have some advantages in terms of code implementation, but also on the user point of view (only
one unstructured mesh to construct). However, the difficulty is that the stable Stokes elements will not be
stable in the Darcy region and that most of stable Darcy elements will not be convergent when coupling to
Stokes elements. Different unified strategies are used in literature, as P1/P0 with pressure stabilization.
This coupling is introduced in [2]. Taylor-Hood elements or Mini- elements for Stokes with BDM or
RT elements in Darcy. This coupling is developed in [7]. Mini-elements for Stokes with HVM in Darcy
domain, this coupling is developed in [9].

All these methods demonstrate accuracy and convergence in simple cases (permeability equal to 1
m2), but present also difficulties : P1/P0 used in [2] requires special interpolation orders and constant
pressure which is not a general case. Taylor-Hood elements with Raviart-Thomas elements used in [7] is
expensive in memory cost and CPU time. In addition, the method developed in [9] is the only monolithic
approach, used in severe regimes : low permeability, down to 10−15 m2 and curved geometries. However,
this method shows spurious oscillations and deterioration of convergence in these severe cases. For this
reason, we have to introduce a new stabilized finite element methods for Stokes and Darcy coupled
problems, able to deal with severe cases.

1 mathematical model

Let us consider a bounded domain Ω, made up of two non overlapping subdomains Ωs and Ωd sepa-
rated by a surface Γ = ∂Ωs∩∂Ωd . Index s is used to denote everything that concerns the purely fluid part
(Stokes domain) and index d to denote everything that concerns the porous medium (Darcy’s domain).
The Stokes equations are then expressed as :
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Find the velocity vs and the pressure ps fields defined on Ωs, solution of

−div(2µε̇(vs))+∇ps = fs in Ωs

−divvs = hs in Ωs

vs = v1 on Γs,D (1)

σ.ns = t on Γs,N

where ns is the unit vector normal to the boundary of Ωs, t is the stress vector to be prescribed on Γs,N ,
v1 the velocity to be prescribed on Γs,D, µ denotes the viscosity, ε̇ is the Eulerian strain rate tensor, and
σs is the Cauchy stress tensor. If the fluid is incompressible then hs = 0.

The Darcy equations are expressed as :

Find the velocity vd and the pressure pd fields defined on Ωd , solution of

µ
k

vd +∇pd = fd in Ωd

−divvd = hd in Ωd (2)

vd.nd = 0 on Γd,D

pd = pext on Γd,N

where k is the permeability tensor reduced to a scalar in the isotropic case considered here, pext is a
pressure to be prescribed on Γd,N and nd is the outward unit vector normal to the boundary of Ωd .

In Stokes-Darcy coupled problem, boundary conditions must be considered on the interface Γ of
normal n = ns. These conditions are :

Continuity of normal velocity :

vs.ns +vd.nd = 0 on Γ (3)

Continuity of the fluid normal stress :

n.σs.n = n.σd.n on Γ (4)

Beaver-Joseph-Saffman condition :

2n.ε̇(vs).τj =
α√
k
(vs.τj) (5)

where α is a dimensionless parameter, so-called slip coefficient and τj are the unit vectors tangential to
the interface.

2 weak formulation

In order to solve the Stokes-Darcy coupled problem by a finite element method, the weak formulation
has to be established. We present the weak formulation of Stokes and Darcy separately. The weak for-
mulation of the coupled problem is obtained by summing up the weak formulation of Stokes and Darcy
taking into consideration interface conditions. For the sake of simplicity, we choose to write the L2 inner
product in Ωd,s as <,>.

The spaces of velocity, pressures and test functions are defined by :

L2(Ωi) = {q,
∫

Ωi

q2dΩ < ∞}
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H1(Ωi)
m = {q ∈ L2(Ωi)

m,∇q ∈ L2(Ωi)
m×m}

H1
Γi,D

(Ωi)
m = {q ∈ H1(Ωi)

m | q = 0 on Γi,D}

with i = s or i = d and m is the dimension equal to 2 or 3.

The variational formulation of Stokes problem consists in finding a velocity - pressure pair [v, p] such
that :

Bs([v, p], [w,q]) = Ls([w,q]) (6)

where w and q are weighting functions defined in H1
Γs,D

(Ωs)
m and L2(Ωs) respectively. The bilinear form

Bs and the linear form Ls are defined in Stokes region by

Bs([v, p][w,q]) = 2µ < ε̇(v) : ε̇(w)>−< p,∇.w >−< q,∇.v >

Ls([w,q]) = < fs,w >+< hs,q >+< σn,w > (7)

where σn is the stress vector.

The variational formulation of Darcy’s problem consists in finding a velocity-pressure pair [v, p] such
that :

Bd([v, p], [w,q]) = Ld([w,q]) (8)

where w and q are weighting functions defined in H1
Γd,D(Ωd)

m and L2(Ωd).
The bilinear form Bd and the linear form Ld are defined in Darcy by :

Bd([v, p][w,q]) =
µ
k
< v,w >−< p,∇.w >−< q,∇.v >

Ld([w,q]) = < fd,w >+< hd ,q >−< σn,w > (9)

The mixed formulation of the Stokes-Darcy problem is established by considering a velocity field v
defined on Ω and a pressure field p defined on Ω such that v/Ωi = vi and p/Ωi = pi with i = s,d. The
mixed weak formulation of Stokes-Darcy is obtained by summing up Equations 7 and 9 and taking into
consideration the conditions imposed on the Stokes-Darcy interface. Hence, the variational formulation
of the Stokes-Darcy coupled problem consist in finding [v, p] ∈V ×Q such that :

Bc[(v, p),(w,q)] = Lc([w,q]

where [w,q] are weighting functions defined in V ×Q.

V = H1
Γs,D
×H1

Γd,D
(div,Ωd)

Q = L2(Ωs)×L2(Ωd)

The bilinear form Bc and the linear form Lc are defined by :

Bc([v,q], [w,q]) =
∫

Ω

2µε̇(v) : ε̇(w)HsdΩ (10)

+
∫

Ω

µ
k

v.wHd dΩ −
∫

Ω

pdivwdΩ−
∫

Ω

qdivvdΩ+
∫

Γ

αµ√
k

v .wHd dΓ

Lc([v, p], [w,q]) = < f,w >+< h,q >

where ( f , h) are defined by ( fd ,hd) in Darcy and ( fs,hs) in Stokes. Hi is an Heaviside function equal to 1
in domain i and vanishing elsewhere.
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3 finite element method for Stokes-Darcy problem

The whole computational domain Ω ⊂ Rm is discretized with one single unstructured mesh. This
mesh is made up of triangles when m = 2 and of tetrahedrons for m = 3. Let Vh and Qh be the finite
element spaces of the continuous piecewise linear functions vh and ph. The Galerkin approximation of
both the Stokes and the Darcy problems requires the use of velocity-pressure interpolation that satisfies
the adequate inf-sup condition. Different interpolation pairs are known to satisfy this condition for each
problem independently, but the key issue is to find interpolations that satisfy both at same time. In this
paper, we choose the use of stabilized finite element methods. The philosophy of the stabilized methods
is to strengthen classical variational formulations so that discrete approximation which would otherwise
be unstable becomes stable and convergent. One of the stabilized finite element method for Stokes-
Darcy problem is VMS (Variational Multiscale Method) [6], [11]. The basic idea of this method is to
approximate the effect of the component of the continuous solution which cannot be captured by the
finite element solution. It consists in splitting the continuous solution for velocity and pressure into
two components, one coarse corresponding to the finite element scale [vh, ph], and a finer component
corresponding to lower scale [v′, p′] : v = vh + v′ and p = ph + p′, V ×Q = (Vh ×Qh)

⊕
(V ′ ×Q′).

Invoking this decomposition in the continuous problem for both the solution and test functions, we get
the two scales systems :

Bc([vh, ph]), [wh,qh])+Bc([w′, p′], [wh,qh]) = Lc([wh,qh]) (11)

Bc([vh, ph], [w′, p′])+Bc[v′, p′], [w′,q′]) = Lc([w′,q′]) (12)

for all [wh,qh] ∈Vh×Qh and [w′,q′] ∈V ′×Q′. After approximating (12) with an algebraic formulation,
by introducing the operator of projection P′ onto V ′, the approximated fields [v′, p′] are taken into account
in the finite element problem (11). Hence, we get the stabilized forms of the bilinear and linear forms in
Stokes, Darcy, and Stokes-Darcy coupled problem. The stabilized problem in Stokes can be written as
follow :

Find [vh, ph] ∈Vh×Qh such as

Bs,stable([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) = Ls,stable([wh,qh]) (13)

The bilinear stabilized form Bs,stable and the linear stabilized form Ls,stable are defined by

Bs,stable([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) = Bs([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) (14)

+τq ∑
K
< P′h,p(∇.vh),∇.wh > + τv ∑

K
< P′h,u(−µ∆vh +∇ph),µ∆wh−∇qh >

Ls,stable([wh,qh]) = Ls([wh,qh])

+τq ∑
K
< P′h,p(hs),∇.wh > + τv ∑

K
< P′h,p(fs),µ∆wh−∇qh >

where Bs([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) and Ls([wh,qh]) are defined in (7). τq and τv are the stabilization parameters
(obtained by Fourier analysis) that we compute as

τq = c1 µ

τv = c1 µh2
k (15)

where c1 is an algorithmic constant and hk is the size of mesh. P′h,u is the broken L2 projection onto V ′

and P′h,p is the broken L2 projection onto Q′. The simplest approach is to take P′h as the identity operator
when acting on the FE residual. Assuming this, we obtain the stabilized method called Algebraic Subgrid
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Scale (ASGS) method [6, 11]. Invoking this expression of P′h, we get the following stabilized finite form
Bs and Ls in Stokes

Bs,stable([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) = Bs([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) (16)

+τq ∑
K
< ∇.vh,∇.wh)> + τv ∑

K
<−µ∆vh +∇ph,µ∆wh−∇qh >

Ls,stable([wh,qh]) = Ls([wh,qh])

+τq ∑
K
< h,∇.wh > + τv ∑

K
< f ,µ∆wh−∇qh >

By using ASGS method, the stabilized problem in Darcy can be written as follow :

Find [vh, ph] ∈Vh×Qh such as :

Bd,stable([vh, ph][wh,qh]) = Ld,stable([wh,qh]) (17)

Bd,stable([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) = Bd([vh, ph], [wh,qh])

+τp ∑
K
< ∇.vh,∇.wh)> + τu ∑

K
<

µ
k

vh +∇ph,−
µ
k

wh−∇qh >

Ld,stable([wh,qh]) = Ld([wh,qh])

+τp ∑
K
< hd ,∇.wh > + τu ∑

K
< fd,−

µ
k

wh−∇qh > (18)

where Bd([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) and Ld([wh,qh]) are defined in 9. τp and τu are the stabilization parameters,
that we compute as

τp = cp
µ
k

l2
p

τu = (cu
µ
k

lu)−1h2
k (19)

with cp and cu algorithmic constants. lu and lp are length scales, chosen as (L0 hk)
2, where L0 is a cha-

racteristic length of domain and hk is the size of mesh.
For Stokes and Darcy flow coupled through the interfaces, the problem stabilized with ASGS can be

written as

Find [vh, ph] ∈Vh×Qh such as

Bc,stable([vh, ph][wh,qh]) = Lc,stable([wh,qh]) (20)

Bc,stable([vh, ph], [wh,qh]) = 2µ
∫

Ω

Hsε̇(vh) : ε̇(wh)+
µ
k

∫
Ω

Hd whvh

−
∫

Ω

∇.wh ph −
∫

Ω

∇.vh qh + τp,c

∫
Ω

∇vh∇wh

+
∫

Γ

α
µ√
k
(vh.τ)(wh.τ) + τu,c

∫
Ω

<−∆vh +
µ
k

vh +∇ph,µ∆wh−
µ
k

wh−∇qh >

Lc,stable([wh,qh]) = < f ,wh >+< h,qh >

+τp,c < hc,∇.wh > + τu,c < fc,µ∆wh−
µ
k

wh−∇qh > (21)

where τp,c, τu,c are the stabilization parameters, that we compute as
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τp,c = cp
µ
k

l2
p + c1µ

τu,c = (c1µ+ cu
µ
k

lu)−1h2
k (22)

where Hi is a Heaviside function equal to 1 in domain i and vanishing elsewhere. The surface integral∫
Γ α µ

k (vh.τ)(wh.τ) is turned into a volume integral for calculation simplification.

4 Numerical Validation

We have investigated the convergence of ASGS method for a coupled Stokes - Darcy flow by using
the manufactured solution method.The theoretical convergence orders are well recovered, even they are
not presented in this paper. In this section, the accuracy and robustness of the proposed method are eva-
luated in two situations. First, the case of a flow perpendicular to the Stokes - Darcy interface, as sketched
in Figure 1 a), is investigated. We compare our results with another monolithic approach using MINI-
element (P1+/P1) in Stokes and HVM (Hughes Variational Multi-scale) for the stabilization in Darcy.
Figure 1 b) compares the normal velocity vy obtained with ASGS to the one obtained by P1+/P1-HVM
method. Theoretically, normal velocity should be equal to 10−9 m/s for a permeability k = 10−14m2. Fi-
gure 1 b) shows that the normal velocity computed with ASGS method is continuous through the Stokes
- Darcy interface, and does not exhibit spurious oscillations contrary to the results obtained with P1+/P1-
HVM method.

The robustness of ASGS method is demonstrated on more realistic geometries of interest for real
life, especially in the context of the manufacturing processes of composite materials. Two- and three-
dimensional simulations are carried out with a very small height of the Stokes domain with respect to
the Darcy’s domain height, and a very small permeability (k < 10−14 m2). Figure 2 a) and 2 b) show the
isovalues of pressure obtained for the 2D and 3D simulations obtained with ASGS method. Despite the
curved interface, velocity and pressure fields computed with the monolithic approach do not exhibit any
spurious oscillations.

Finally, the mechanical problem with ASGS method is coupled with the level-set problem used to
capture the resin flow front to simulate the transient fluid flow in Stokes-Darcy domains. A 3D simulation
corresponding to a more complex part, essentially to illustrate the 3D resin flow is conducted. The results
of this simulation are shown in figure 3. Moreover, the simulation is relatively robust since the flow front
is not disturbed when it passes through the interface between Stokes and Darcy.

a) b)

Fig. 1 – (a)Boundary conditions of a flow perpendicular to Stokes - Darcy interface. (b) Comparison of
normal velocity between P1+/P1-HVM and ASGS methods for x = 2.5 (k = 10−14m2,µ = 1Pa.s,α = 1).
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a)

b)

Fig. 2 – (a) Isovalues of pressure for 2D simulation of a flow with a curved interface. (b) Isovalues of
pressure for 3D simulation of a flow with a curved interface.

Fig. 3 – 3D simulation of a transient flow into a Stokes - Darcy domain.

5 Conclusions

The monolithic approach has been developed to solve Stokes-Darcy coupled problem. A stabilized
finite element method has been proposed to stabilize Stokes, Darcy and Stokes-Darcy coupled problem in
the case where the Brezzi-Babuska stability condition is not fulfilled. This stabilization method is based
on a variational multiscale technique called ASGS method. Convergence of this method was validated
and compared with another monolithic approach [9], showing the accuracy of the results. Also, it was
shown that the method could be used for more complex geometries and with a wide range of permeability,
which is essential for the industrial applications.
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